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Abstract
Desynchronizing stimulation techniques were developed to specifically counteract abnor-

mal neuronal synchronization relevant to several neurological and psychiatric disorders.

The goal of our approach is to achieve an anti-kindling, where the affected neural networks

unlearn abnormal synaptic connectivity and, hence, abnormal neuronal synchrony, by

means of desynchronizing stimulation, in particular, Coordinated Reset (CR) stimulation.

As known from neuroscience, psychology and education, learning effects can be enhanced

by means of the spacing principle, i.e. by delivering repeated stimuli spaced by pauses as

opposed to delivering a massed stimulus (in a single long stimulation session). To illustrate

that the spacing principle may boost the anti-kindling effect of CR neuromodulation, in this

computational study we carry this approach to extremes. To this end, we deliver spaced CR

neuromodulation at particularly weak intensities which render permanently delivered CR

neuromodulation ineffective. Intriguingly, spaced CR neuromodulation at these particularly

weak intensities effectively induces an anti-kindling. In fact, the spacing principle enables

the neuronal population to successively hop from one attractor to another one, finally ap-

proaching attractors characterized by down-regulated synaptic connectivity and synchrony.

Our computational results might open up novel opportunities to effectively induce sustained

desynchronization at particularly weak stimulation intensities, thereby avoiding side effects,

e.g., in the case of deep brain stimulation.

Introduction
Efficient and safe treatment requires proper dosage (see, e.g., [1–3]). Typically, an optimal dos-
age enables high efficacy at a minimal or at least tolerable rate of side effects. Different types of
interventions require different dosage patterns. For instance, periodic regimes for non-invasive
(peroral, topical etc.) drug delivery take into account washout characteristics to enable appro-
priate plasma levels [1–3]. Fractionation plays a major role in radiation therapy to both reduce
side effects and increase therapeutic effects [4].

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is the golden standard for the treatment of medically refracto-
ry movement disorders [5–7]. DBS protocols were empirically developed and basically advise
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to permanently stimulate at high frequencies (>100 Hz) at intensities close to sensory thresh-
olds [8, 9]. The mechanism of standard high-frequency (HF) DBS is still a matter of debate
[10–12]. However, HF DBS only has acute effects, i.e. neither clinical [13] nor electrophysiolog-
ical [14, 15] effects persist after cessation of stimulation.

To specifically counteract abnormal neuronal synchrony by desynchronization [16], coordi-
nated reset (CR) stimulation [17, 18] was developed. CR stimulation is a spatio-temporally pat-
terned stimulation technique, where phase resetting stimuli are subsequently delivered to
neuronal sub-populations engaged in abnormal neuronal synchronization [17, 18]. Computa-
tionally it was shown that in neuronal populations with spike timing-dependent plasticity
(STDP) [19–22] CR stimulation has long-lasting effects [23–25]. In particular, CR-induced
desynchronization causes a decrease of the rate of coincidences and, in turn, mediated by
STDP [19–22], an unlearning of abnormal synaptic connectivity and, in turn, of abnormal neu-
ronal synchrony [23–25]. This is achieved by the neural network being shifted from an at-
tractor characterized by abnormal synaptic connectivity and abnormal neuronal synchrony to
an attractor with physiological connectivity and synchrony [23–25].

Long-lasting CR-induced desynchronization was confirmed in vitro in rat hippocampal
slice rendered epileptic by magnesium withdrawal [26]. In the context of Parkinson’s disease
(PD), beneficial therapeutic long-lasting after-effects of electrical CR stimulation were observed
in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-treated macaque monkeys, in con-
trast to standard HF DBS [27]. It was shown that unilateral CR stimulation delivered to the
subthalamic nucleus (STN) of parkinsonian MPTP monkeys for only 2 h per day during 5 con-
secutive days leads to significant and sustained bilateral therapeutic after-effects for at least 30
days, while standard 130 Hz DBS had no after-effects [27]. Lasting after-effects of electrical CR
stimulation of the STN were also confirmed in PD patients [28].

To develop CR neuromodulation further, we take advantage of a principle playing an
important role in different research traditions including psychology, neuroscience and ed-
ucation. As known from pioneering studies on retrieving memories [29], experimental
studies in several species addressing various aspects ranging from behavior to the underly-
ing biochemical machinery [30–34], functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) stud-
ies on face recognition [35], studies on recall of word pairs and other tasks [36–38] as well
as studies in educational science [39], learning effects can be enhanced by means of the
spacing principle, i.e. by delivering repeated stimuli spaced by pauses as opposed to deliv-
ering a massed stimulus (in a single long stimulation session). Another and similar princi-
ple is the pausing principle from eduction [40].

Given these findings, we hypothesize that appropriate spacing might enhance the effects of
CR neuromodulation. To illustrate that the spacing principle may, in fact, boost the anti-
kindling effect of CR neuromodulation, in this computational study we carry this approach to
extremes. To this end, we use CR neuromodulation at particularly weak intensities which make
CR ineffective if permanently delivered. We compare very weak CR neuromodulation deliv-
ered either permanently or delivered according to a spaced protocol. Intriguingly, spaced CR
neuromodulation at these particularly weak intensities causes an effective anti-kindling while
massed CR neuromodulation is ineffective. The spacing principle utilizes the pronounced mul-
tistability arising due to STDP. During the delivery of spaced CR neuromodulation the neuro-
nal population successively bounces from one attractor to another one, and finally approaches
an attractor characterized by down-regulated synaptic connectivity and synchrony. In this
paper we first analyze the STDP-induced multistability and then continue with the specific
spacing-induced effects. Finally, we discuss our findings in a broader context of DBS, non-
invasive CR neuromodulation and further stimulation interventions.
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Methods
We consider a system of N coupled dimensionless Morris-Lecar bursting neurons [41–43]

dvi
dt
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withminf(ν) = 0.5[1+tanh((ν-ν1)/ ν2)], winf(ν) = 0.5[1+tanh((ν-ν3)/ ν4)], and τw (ν) = 1/cosh((ν-
ν3)/(2ν4)). For model details and its motivation we refer to the paper [44]. Iconsti ¼ 0:075 is a

constant current which controls the oscillatory dynamics of the neurons, Isyni ¼ N�1
X

j
ðvi �

vsÞsijgsj ðtÞ is a synaptic current received by neuron i due to the synaptic coupling to other neu-

rons, and Istimi is a stimulation current defined below. The time in Eq. (1) is given in millisec-
onds, and other parameters are [43, 44] gca = 1.0, gk = 2.0, gl = 0.5, νca = 1.0, νk = −0.7, νl = -0.5,
ν1 = -0.01, ν2 = 0.15, ν3 = 0.1, ν4 = 0.145, ϕ = 1.15, ν� = -0.22, τ = 10 ms, αs = 0.1, βs = 0.05, θs =
0.2, σs = 0.02, νs = -0.85, s1 = 0.9, and s2 = 1.0. The neurons are slightly different, where parame-
ters εi are randomly Gaussian distributed with mean 2 × 10-3 and standard deviation 4 × 10-6

For numerical integration of model (1) we used a Runge-Kutta method of order 5(4) with
adaptive step size, error tolerance 10-4, and maximal integration step size 0.05 ms [45].

The strength of the coupling of neuron j to neuron i is controlled by the time-dependent
synaptic weight sij(t) which is updated according to sij ! sij + δ Δsij, i 6¼ j, with δ = 0.1, when
the pre-synaptic neuron j or post-synaptic neuron i produces a burst. The increment Δsij is gov-
erned by the STDP rule

Dsij ¼ cpe
�jDtij j=tp � cde

�jDtij j=td ; ð2Þ

which depends on the time difference Δtij of the nearest burst onsets of the pre- and post-syn-
aptic neurons. The burst onsets are detected by the upward zero crossing by the membrane po-
tential νi following an inter-burst hyperpolarization. Parameters cp = 0.038, cd = 0.02, τp = 10
ms, and τd = 25 ms. The synaptic weights sij are confined to the interval [smin, smax] = [0.05,
1.5] by setting sij to smin as soon as sij tends to go below smin via STDP or, respectively, to smax if
sij exceeds this value.

The amount of the coupling in the ensemble and the extent of synchronization among neu-

rons are measured by the mean synaptic weight (mean coupling) S ¼ 1
N2

X

i;j

sij and the order

parameter R ¼ j 1
N

X

j

eicj j [46], respectively. ψj is the phase of neuron j and defined as cjðtÞ ¼

2p t�tj;n
tj;nþ1�tj;n

; tj,n � t< tj,n+1, where tj,n, n = 1, 2, . . ., are the times of the burst onsets [47].

CR stimulation
The neuronal ensemble with STDP (1) is stimulated by coordinated reset (CR) stimulation
[17, 18] via four stimulation sites. TheN = 256 neurons are arranged in a 16 × 16 2Dim square lat-
tice, and the considered four stimulation sites are placed at the center of each quadrant, as
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illustrated in Fig. 1A. The stimulation current administered via a stimulation sitem decays as cn
exp(-2dim) with cn = 0.588 [44] and distance dim = dkm-ik from the stimulation sitem to the stim-
ulated neuron i, where d = 1/16 is the lattice distance. An example of the spatial stimulation profile
of the active stimulation site 1 is depicted in color in Fig. 1A. The stimulation signals consist of
short high-frequency (130 Hz) trains of charge-balanced electrical pulses, as schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 1B. Each positive rectangular pulse of unit amplitude and length 0.2 ms is followed
by a negative counterpart of length 3 ms and amplitude-1/15 with inter-pulse interval 1/130 s.

All four stimulation sites are consequently activated in a randomized way once per stimula-
tion period of length Ts. Activation of a stimulation site means to deliver a burst, i.e., a stimula-
tion train of six pulses. A CR stimulus is a sequence of bursts delivered at different sites with a
delay of Ts / 4 [Fig. 1B]. The considered stimulation period Ts = 200 ms approximates the oscil-
lation period of the synchronized neurons. CR stimulation is administered intermittently,
where a few periods of activated stimulation sites (ON-periods) are followed by a few periods
of deactivated stimulation sites (OFF-periods), see Fig. 1B for 1:1 ON-OFF CR stimulation as
in our case. In summary, the stimulation current Istimi in Equation (1) attains the

form Istimi ¼ c
X4

m¼1
cne

�2dimPmðtÞ, where Pm(t) is the above high-frequency trains of 6 charge-
balanced pulses administered via stimulation sitem when it is active and zero otherwise
[Fig. 1B], and c is the stimulation intensity.

Results

STDP-induced multistability
STDP has a great impact on the intrinsic dynamics of the neuronal ensemble, in particular, by
inducing a pronounced multistability. The coexisting stable states are characterized by different
coupling topologies and strengths as well as by different amounts of synchronization. We illus-
trate the STDP-induced multistability by simulating system (1) without stimulation (Istimi ¼ 0)
for different initial conditions: The individual synaptic weights sij are initially uniformly and
randomly distributed in the interval [S0-σ, S0 + σ], and the initial values of the other variables
are uniformly and randomly distributed in the interval [-0.1, 0.1]. For long enough simulation
we observe that the mean synaptic weight S(t) saturates at some value and stays close to it here-
after. In Fig. 1A we plot the time courses of S(t) for 12 selected initial conditions such that 6 dif-
ferent regimes are realized in ensemble (1). Each of these states can attract trajectories starting
from different initial conditions, which supports the stability of the established coupling re-
gimes as revealed by the mean coupling.

To explore possible coupling regimes that can be established in the ensemble for the men-
tioned initial conditions, we perform a large number of simulations by varying parameters S0
and σ and collect the values of the time-averaged mean synaptic weight hSi after skipping long
enough transients. The obtained mean coupling hSi is depicted in color in Fig. 2B versus pa-
rameters S0 and σ, which illustrates a multitude of coexisting states with mean coupling ranging
from small to large values. This diagram also provides an estimate of the structure of the basins
of attraction of the coexisting stable states. Two main regions in Fig. 2B are the basins of attrac-
tion of the weakly coupled state [Fig. 2B, dark blue] and strongly coupled state [Fig. 2B, dark
red] which are stable with respect to small variations of the initial conditions. They are comple-
mented by the basins of attraction of other states of intermediate coupling strength. For these
states, slightly different initial conditions may shift the neuronal ensemble to another regime of
slightly different mean coupling, which indicates a complex structure of the phase space of the
system, where the basins of attraction of the coexisting stable states are intermixed with each
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other. Nevertheless, an important tendency can be observed: Larger initial mean coupling S0 is
expected to lead to a stronger coupling established in the ensemble due to STDP.

The volume of the basins of attraction from Fig. 2B can be quantified by calculating the fre-
quency of occurrence of a given state. For this, we calculate the distribution density of hS i ob-
tained for the considered initial conditions and plot its histogram in Fig. 2C. The distribution
clearly demonstrates three well-pronounced peaks at weak, strong, and intermediate coupling.
Examples of the time dynamics of the mean coupling S(t) for such states are depicted in Fig. 2A
with mean values and standard deviations, for instance, S = 0.123 ± 0.001 (filled green squares),
S = 0.546 ± 0.0009 (filled violet up-triangles), S = 0.822 ± 0.0002 (filled black down-triangles),
S = 0.933 ± 0.0002 (filled blue diamonds), S = 1.195 ± 0.0004 (magenta asterisks), and S = 1.499
± 0.00003 (filled red circles). As follows from the presented values, the mean synaptic weight S(t)
indeed exhibits very small time fluctuations, so that S(t) is nearly constant, and the established
coupling matrices are suspected to be nearly constant as well, in particular, for large coupling.

The extent of synchronization in the neuronal ensemble depends on the amount of coupling
as illustrated in Fig. 2D. The time-averaged order parameters hRi tends to grow as the mean
coupling of the STDP-induced states increases. In other words, the neurons get more synchro-
nized in the regime of larger mean coupling. Depending on the coupling strength the order pa-
rameter R(t) exhibits time fluctuations of different magnitude as illustrated by error bars in
Fig. 2D. These fluctuations are very small for strongly coupled regimes (the order parameter is
nearly constant), somewhat larger for weakly coupled regimes, and well pronounced for inter-
mediately coupled regimes. Strongly coupled neurons are phase locked to each other, and the
distribution of their phases is narrow and stationary. For the weakly coupled regimes the

Fig 1. Stimulation setup of CR stimulation. (A) The neurons (marked by crosses) are arranged in a 16 × 16
2Dim lattice, and the stimulation sites (marked by black circles) are placed in the centers of the corresponding
quadrants separated by black dashed lines. The spread of the current from the active site 1 for weak
stimulation with intensity c = 0.35 is depicted by color. The square red dashed curve indicates a pathway for
labeling neurons in the vicinity of stimulation sites. (B) Stimulation signals Pm,m = 1,2,3,4, administered to
the neuronal ensemble via each of the four stimulation sites during CR stimulation with stimulation period Ts =
200 ms.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g001
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Fig 2. STDP-inducedmultistability in the neuronal ensemble (1). (A) Time courses of the mean synaptic
weight S(t) for 12 different initial conditions selected from the set below. (B) Time-averaged mean synaptic
weight hSi (encoded in color, see attached color bar) realized in the system for a set of 616 different initial
conditions. For each initial condition the individual synaptic weights sij(0) are uniformly and randomly
distributed in the interval [S0 - σ, S0 + σ], where S0 = 0.05 + 0.05k, k = 1,2,. . .,28, and σ = 0.01m,m =
0,1,. . .,21. Other variables of ensemble (1) are uniformly and randomly distributed in the interval [-0.1, 0.1].
(C) Histogram of the distribution density of hSi from plot (B). (D) Time-averaged order parameter hRi (red
circles) and standard deviation of its time fluctuations (error bars) versus the mean synaptic weight hSi of a
few selected regimes established in the ensemble for the initial conditions from plot (B).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g002

Fig 3. Distributions of the individual synaptic weights sij established in the neuronal ensemble (1) due
to STDP. Plots (A)-(F) present the data of 6 coupling regimes illustrated in Fig. 2A. The corresponding time-
averaged mean synaptic weights hSi are indicated in the plots.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g003
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variation of the order parameters can be accounted for by a finite-size effect leading to the fluc-

tuation of the order 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
of magnitude [48]. On the other hand, the neuronal dynamics for

intermediately coupled regimes, where the order parameter is relatively large, but, nevertheless,
exhibits large-amplitude oscillations, requires additional investigations. For this we consider
the structure of the coupling matrices and the neuronal phase dynamics in more detail below.

In Fig. 3 we present distributions of the individual synaptic weights sij of the coupling re-
gimes illustrated in Fig. 2A. The regimes of weak [Fig. 3A] and strong [Fig. 3F] coupling are
characterized by uni-modal distributions of synaptic weights where the peaks of the distribu-
tions are located close to either smallest smin or largest smax admissible synaptic weights, respec-
tively. If the established amount of coupling in the ensemble varies between these two limit
cases, individual synaptic weights sij redistribute between these limit values, and their distribu-
tions can get bimodal [Fig. 3B,C,E] or even trimodal [Fig. 3D]. In the former cases the synapses
split into two groups of very strong and very weak weights, where there practically are no syn-
apses of intermediate strength. For the observed trimodal distribution [Fig. 3D] the emerging
connections of intermediate strength are again well localized. In fact, the presented examples of
the distributions of individual synaptic weights [Fig. 3] apparently demonstrate the existing un-
derlying structure of the coupling matrices.

As mentioned above, in our simulations the neurons are arranged in a square lattice of 16 ×
16 elements with a total of N = 256 neurons [Fig. 1A]. Natural labeling of the neurons in such a
2 Dim lattice consists of two indices, i and j representing the row and the column of the lattice,
respectively [Fig. 1A]. Accordingly, the coupling matrices have four indices (I, j, i0, j0) identify-
ing a synaptic weight from the pre-synaptic neuron (i0, j0) to the post-synaptic neuron (i, j). It
thus becomes difficult to illustrate such matrices in 2Dim plots. We simplify this problem by la-
beling the neurons in the lattice by a single index k according to an algorithm adopted for the
sake of illustration. For example, a simple labeling can be k = 16(i-1) + j, i, j = 1,. . .,16, where
the neurons are ordered “row-by-row”. Such a labeling is used in Fig. 4A, B, where the coupling
matrices of weakly coupled and strongly coupled regimes are presented, respectively. The cou-
pling matrices for these cases have a relatively simple structure, and the neurons are either
weakly or strongly coupled, see also Fig. 3A, F.

The situation is more complicated for the mean coupling of an intermediate strength, where
strong synapses coexist with weak or moderately strong synapses, see Fig. 3B-E. To illustrate
such a cluster structure of synaptic weights we assign strongly coupled neurons to separate
groups, where neurons within the same group (cluster) are coupled with the strength above a
certain threshold, e.g., when sij > 1.49. In such a way several clusters of strongly coupled neu-
rons can be detected. We depict these clusters in the 2 Dim lattice by different colors in Fig. 4C,
E, G, and I. Scanning the neuronal lattice row-by-row as explained above, we label the neurons
“cluster-by-cluster” such that the neurons labeled by index k of the first cluster are followed by
the neurons of the second cluster and so on. Coupling matrices for the neurons labeled in such
a way are shown in Fig. 4D, F, H, and J for the coupling regimes of intermediate strength illus-
trated in Fig. 3B-E, respectively.

From the shape of the coupling matrices shown in Fig. 4 it follows that neurons can form a
few strongly coupled clusters with or without weak interaction between clusters [Fig. 4D, F].
The inter-cluster coupling may get somewhat stronger, but still remains much smaller than the
intra-cluster coupling [Fig. 4H]. An interesting case of two-cluster coupling is illustrated in
Fig. 4J, where a group of neurons from the first cluster strongly interact with the second cluster
(note the range of synaptic weights in the attached color bar). In the corresponding plot in
Fig. 4I of the clusters in the neuronal lattice, this particular subgroup of neurons of the first
cluster is colored in green, whereas the reminder of the first cluster is shown in dark blue.
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The reported cluster structure of the coupling topology strongly influences the synchroniza-
tion dynamics of the neurons in the ensemble. To illustrate this effect, we calculate the phases ψj
of the neurons and explore their dynamics for coupling matrices shown in Fig. 4. As mentioned
above, the order parameter R exhibits large-amplitude oscillations for the states of intermediate
coupling strength, see Fig. 2D. The time courses of R for the states with hSi = 0546 [Figs. 2A, 3B,
and 4C, D] and hSi = 0.822 [Figs. 2A, 3C, and 4E, F] are shown in Fig. 5A. One can see that the
extent of phase synchronization in the neuronal ensemble, as addressed by the values of the
order parameter, strongly oscillates with relatively large periods. These oscillations originate
from the time-varying distribution of the neuronal phases, where large values of the order pa-
rameter R reflect a narrow phase distribution, whereas a symmetric (or close to that) distribution
of the phases on the unit circle leads to small values of R. We found that the cluster structure of

Fig 4. Multistability of coupling patterns established in the neuronal ensemble (1) due to STDP. In
plots (A), (B), (D), (F), (H), and (J) coupling matrices are shown where the weights smk of the synapses from
the pre-synaptic k to the post-synapticm neurons are encoded in color as indicated in the attached color bars.
The 16 × 16 neurons arranged in 2Dim lattice [Fig. 1A] are labeled in plots (A) and (B) as k = 16(i-1) + j, where
i, j = 1,. . .,16 are the row and column indices of the lattice, respectively. Mean synaptic weight (A) hSi = 0.123
(see Fig. 2A, filled green squares, and Fig. 3A) and (B) hSi = 1.499 (see Fig. 2A, filled red circles, and
Fig. 3F). The 2Dim neuronal lattices are shown in plots (C), (E), (G), and (I), where different colors depict
different coupling clusters established for the mean synaptic weight hSi from Fig. 3B, C, D, and E,
respectively. In the corresponding right plots (D), (F), (H), and (J) the corresponding coupling matrices are
shown, where the neurons are labeled as above and sorted cluster-by-cluster (see text for details) according
to the coupling clusters shown in the left plots.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g004
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the coupling matrices [Fig. 4] results in a clustering of the phases. For example, the four coupling
clusters in Fig. 4D lead to two clusters of synchronized neurons: Weak inter-cluster coupling be-
tween coupling clusters 1 and 2 and between coupling clusters 3 and 4 suffices to synchronize
the corresponding neurons. In such a way two groups of 140 and 116 neurons bursting at the fre-
quencies of 5.18 Hz and 5.1 Hz, respectively, emerge. The phases of the neurons within the same
synchronized cluster get narrowly distributed, and two phase clusters are formed, see Fig. 5B
(filled violet histogram). Since the phase clusters run on the unit circle with different velocities
corresponding to the above synchronization frequencies, they regularly meet each other and de-
viate apart, which causes the oscillation of the order parameter. For the considered example, the
phase distributions corresponding to the minimal and maximal values of the order parameter
[Fig. 5A, violet triangles] are illustrated in Fig. 5B by filled and hatched histograms, respectively.
The difference between the synchronization frequencies of the neuronal clusters determines the
oscillation period of the order parameter: 1/(5.18–5.1) = 12.5 s, see Fig. 5A (violet triangles).

For another example of the clustered coupling topology in Fig. 4F the situation is analogous:
Two neuronal clusters of 162 and 94 synchronized neurons emerge, which burst at frequencies
4.97 Hz and 5.2 Hz, respectively. The corresponding phase clusters periodically arrange either
in-phase or anti-phase with respect to each other [Fig. 5C], which causes large-amplitude oscil-
lations of the order parameter of approximately 4.3 s period [Fig. 5A, black triangles]. Also for
the coupling topology in Fig. 4G, H, where hSi = 0.933 [Figs. 2A and 3D], the three coupling
clusters lead to two clusters of synchronized neurons (coupling clusters 1 and 3 produce a single
synchronized neuronal cluster because of weak, but still sufficiently strong coupling between
them, see Fig. 4H) of 211 and 45 neurons bursting at synchronization frequencies 4.82 Hz and
5.19 Hz, respectively. In general, the considered STDP rule results in a clustered structure of the
coupling [Fig. 4] and synchronized neuronal dynamics, where a large coupling cluster emerges
and grows in size as the mean coupling S increases. Finally, for large coupling strength, the neu-
rons get all-to-all coupled [Fig. 4B] and synchronized [Fig. 2D]. In this paper we suggest an ap-
proach for shifting the neuronal ensemble from the strongly coupled and synchronized regime
to the weakly coupled and desynchronized regime by a remarkably weak external simulation.

Fig 5. Phase dynamics of the neuronal ensemble with STDP (1) for intermediate coupling strength. (A)
Time courses of the order parameter R(t) for the coupling regimes established in the ensemble due to STDP
with mean synaptic weights hSi indicated in the legend. (B), (C) Corresponding histograms of the phase
distribution density belonging to minimal (filled bars) and maximal (hatched bars) values of the order
parameter from plot (A). Data shown correspond to the coupling matrices shown in Fig. 4C, D and 4E, F.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g005
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Single-epoch CR stimulation
The impact of CR stimulation on the neuronal ensemble with STDP is illustrated in Fig. 6. We
are particularly interested in the behavior of synaptic coupling and the extent of synchroniza-
tion during and after CR stimulation. It is known that CR stimulation has a desynchronizing
effect on the stimulated oscillators [17, 18, 49, 50]. CR stimulation can induce an anti-kindling
[23], i.e., it can initiate a process, where neuronal networks “unlearn” pathologically strong in-
teractions and synchronization. During CR stimulation the stimulated neurons get rewired in
such a way that the connectivity gets on average substantially weakened. This process is illus-
trated in Fig. 6A where the time course of the mean synaptic weight S(t) is shown for different
stimulation intensities c. The population is initially strongly coupled and synchronized with
hSi = 1.499 [compare Figs. 2, 3F, and 4B]. We show that there is a range of the CR stimulation
intensity, within which a robust and long-lasting suppression of coupling and synchronization
among neurons can be achieved [Fig. 6A, green curves].

We distinguish between on-stimulation and post-stimulation regimes of the ensemble during
long enough CR stimulation and after long enough transients after stimulation cessation, respec-
tively, see Fig. 6A. Accordingly, the time-averaged mean synaptic weight hSi and order parame-
ter hRi are calculated during the last 500 s of the CR stimulation epoch and the post-stimulation
transients to characterize the on- and post-stimulation regimes, respectively. The on-stimulation
states just at the end of CR stimulation epoch can be considered as initial conditions for the cor-
responding post-stimulation states, and the on- and post-stimulation states demonstrate to a
certain extent similar behavior when stimulation parameters are varied, see Fig. 6B, C. For the
considered range of the stimulation intensity c, one can distinguish three intervals of c with re-
spect to qualitatively different effects of CR stimulation on the neuronal ensemble.

• For c< 0.5, CR stimulation is weak and has no significant post-stimulation impact on the
mean coupling and synchronization [Figs. 6A, red curves, and 6B, C, blue squares]. In this
case, however, the synchronization is somewhat perturbed during the stimulation, but it is
restored after a post-stimulation transient [Fig. 6C].

• For c 2 (0.65,1.1), CR stimulation is optimal and induces maximal and sustained suppression
of both coupling and synchronization [Figs. 6A, green curves, and 6B, C]. In fact, the stimu-
lation-induced weakly coupled and desynchronized regime is preserved after the stimulation
is completely switched off. For this range of the stimulation intensity, CR stimulation opti-
mally causes a long-lasting anti-kindling.

• For c� 1.25, the intensity of CR stimulation is high, which leads to a sub-optimal suppres-
sion of coupling and synchronization [Figs. 6A, violet curves, and 6B, C]. As the stimulation
strength increases, the mean synaptic weight hSi in the on-stimulation states also increases
[Fig. 6B, magenta circles], and the system converges to post-stimulation regimes of interme-
diate coupling strength and synchrony. The latter is relatively well suppressed during the
stimulation [Fig. 6C, magenta circles], but gets stronger after cessation of stimulation
[Fig. 6C, blue squares].

To explain the observed effects of strong CR stimulation, we illustrate the coupling topology
established in the neuronal ensemble during and after stimulation in Fig. 7. Already at optimal
stimulation intensities, e.g., for c = 0.95, four coupling clusters are formed during the stimula-
tion in the vicinity of the stimulation sites [Fig. 7A]. These clusters are visualized in Fig. 7B,
where the individual synaptic weights smk from pre-synaptic to post-synaptic neurons in the vi-
cinity of the stimulation sites are encoded in color. To obtain such a plot we considered a 1Dim
section of the neuronal lattice along a square curve running through all stimulation sites, see
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Fig 6. Dynamics of the mean synaptic weight and the order parameter of the neuronal ensemble with
STDP (1) induced by CR stimulation. (A) Time courses of the mean synaptic weight S(t) for different CR
stimulation intensities as indicated in the legend. The epoch of CR stimulation of length 7500 s is indicated by
a black bar at the top of the plot. (B), (C) Time-averaged mean synaptic weight hSi and order parameter hRi
established by the neuronal ensemble at the end of the CR stimulation epoch (magenta circles) and after a
post-stimulation transient (blue squares) versus stimulation intensity. Error bars depict standard deviation.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g006

Fig 7. Coupling clusters induced in the neuronal ensemble with STDP (1) by CR stimulation. (A), (C),
(E) 2Dim lattices of 16 × 16 neurons, where different colors depict different coupling clusters established (A)
during the stimulation and (C), (E) in the post-stimulation regimes. (B), (D), (F) Individual synaptic weights smk

evolving during CR stimulation among neurons labeled along the 1Dim section of the neuronal lattice, see
Fig. 1A (dashed red curve) and text for details. Values of smk are encoded in color, see attached color bars.
Stimulation intensity (A), (B) c = 0.95, (C), (D) c = 1.25, and (E), (F) c = 2.75.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g007
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Figs. 1A and 7A (red dashed curves). Starting at the lattice coordinate (I,j) = (8,4) the neurons
are labeled along this curve running clockwise and consequently approaching stimulation sites
1, 2, 3, and 4 [Fig. 1A, red dashed curve]. Such a labeling can help to visualize and interpret the
inter-neuron interactions within the same quadrant of the neuronal lattice in the vicinity of the
stimulation site as well as across different quadrants assigned to different stimulation sites. The
individual synaptic weights smk among 36 neurons labeled in this way are encoded in color in
Fig. 7B, D, and F for on-stimulation regimes and for different stimulation strengths.

The coupling clusters induced by moderately strong, i.e., optimal CR stimulation are small
and comprise neurons within the closest vicinity of the stimulation sites [Fig. 7A, B]. Moreover,
these clusters do not interact in such a way that the neurons assigned to different stimulation
sites do not develop connections to each other. Rather such a structure of the on-stimulation
coupling topology results in a weak mean coupling [Fig. 6A, green curves], which is preserved
if CR stimulation is completely switched off. The coupling matrix of the post-stimulation state
after the optimal CR stimulation does not demonstrate any pronounced clustered structure
whatsoever [Fig. 4A]. In such a way, the on-stimulation coupling clusters induced by optimal
CR stimulation get dissolved during the post-stimulation transient, and the neuronal ensemble
converges to a weakly coupled and desynchronized state.

The situation changes for strong CR stimulation. The on-stimulation coupling clusters in
each quadrant grow in size and finally overlap and melt with each other [Fig. 7D, F]. Such a
stimulation-induced coupling topology results in a large mean coupling of the on-stimulation
states which is preserved during the post-stimulation transient [Fig. 6A, violet curves]. The
post-stimulation regimes are characterized by a clustered structure of the coupling [Fig. 7C, E]
which can resemble the on-stimulation coupling clusters established during CR stimulation,
compare Figs. 7C and 7A. At even lager stimulation intensities the post-stimulation coupling
clusters may undergo complicated transients and differ from those established during stimula-
tion [Fig. 7E]. Nevertheless, strong CR stimulation leads to a post-stimulation clustered cou-
pling topology and relatively large mean coupling. Interestingly, the post-stimulation coupling
clusters after strong CR stimulation occupy connected domains [Fig. 7C, E] and are much less
fragmented than the coupling clusters obtained for random initial conditions, see Fig. 4. As for
the stimulation-free population, the post-stimulation coupling clusters lead to the emergence
of clusters of synchronized neurons. For example, for the case illustrated in Fig. 7E (post-stim-
ulation regime after CR stimulation of intensity c = 2.75) the four coupling clusters lead to two
clusters of 146 and 110 synchronized neurons, where coupling clusters 1 and 2 [Fig. 7E, dark
and light blue colors] and coupling clusters 3 and 4 [Fig. 7E, yellow and red colors] unite and
result in a single synchronized neuronal cluster because of weak, but still sufficiently strong in-
teraction between them. Such a clustering dynamics is reflected by large-amplitude oscillations
of the order parameter [Fig. 6C, see also Fig. 5].

The anti-kindling effect of CR stimulation depends on the length of the stimulation epoch as
illustrated in Fig. 8. The time-averaged mean synaptic weight hSi of the post-stimulation regimes
is calculated after skipping long enough post-stimulation transients for varying length LCR of
single-epoch CR stimulation. For an optimal stimulation strength, the stimulated neuronal en-
semble converges to a weakly coupled and desynchronized state if CR stimulation lasts long
enough [Fig. 8C]. However, even for optimal stimulation intensity, e.g., for c = 0.7, CR stimula-
tion has to be administered at least for 2000 s in order to shift the system to a weakly coupled re-
gime. Therefore, to come up with parameters for effective CR stimulation one should find both
the optimal stimulation intensity and the corresponding length of the stimulation epoch.

If CR stimulation is weak, even very long single-epoch CR stimulation does not cause any
significant change of the coupling and synchronization of strongly coupled neurons, see
Fig. 8A, B. In fact, the post-stimulation regime is apparently independent of the stimulation
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duration. Only very occasionally the observed post-stimulation regimes exhibit somewhat
smaller coupling, but in most cases the neuronal ensemble returns to the initial strongly cou-
pled state [Fig. 8A, B]. We conclude that weak CR stimulation is ineffective in inducing anti-
kindling if administered to strongly coupled neurons. Note, CR stimulation of the same
intensity c = 0.35 as in Fig. 8B can effectively decouple and desynchronize the neuronal ensem-
ble if administered to less strongly coupled neurons, see Fig. 8D for LC > 3000 s. The consid-
ered pre-stimulation state (the state of coupling and synchrony before the onset of CR
stimulation) is characterized by hSi = 0.944 and has a coupling matrix similar to that shown in
Fig. 4H, where three coupling clusters lead to two clusters of 213 and 43 neurons synchronized
at frequencies 4.81Hz and 5.17Hz, respectively.

The presented results suggest that the notion of weak stimulation strongly relates to the ini-
tial conditions at stimulation onset. For example, CR stimulation of intensity c = 0.35 is weak
and ineffective for strongly coupled neurons [Fig. 8B], whereas it is very effective in inducing
an anti-kindling for intermediately coupled neurons [Fig. 8D]. It is thus reasonable to consider
the notion of weak stimulation in the above broad sense, when the stimulation is ineffective in
inducing the desirable effect either due to small stimulation intensity or stability properties of
the stimulated system and its resistance to the external stimulation. We consider weak CR
stimulation for the case when it is administered with intensity c = 0.35 to strongly coupled and
synchronized neurons [Fig. 8B] and suggest a novel approach to improve its efficacy.

Spaced CR stimulation
We show that weak CR stimulation can induce anti-kindling if it is appropriately applied. Tak-
ing into account the great multistability induced in the neuronal ensemble by STDP [Fig. 2] we
suggest to administer the stimulation in a spaced manner, where stimulation-epochs of CR
stimulation with the stimulation signals as in Fig. 1B are recurrently followed by pause-epochs,
where the stimulation is completely switched off. Time courses of the mean synaptic weight
S and the order parameter R during spaced CR stimulation are illustrated in Fig. 9A and B (red
curves), respectively. For long enough stimulation- and pause-epochs the neuronal ensemble
converges to a weakly coupled and desynchronized regime after a few spaced stimulation cy-
cles. The latter consist of a stimulation-epoch and the subsequent pause-epoch. In Fig. 9 the
duration of the stimulation- and pause-epochs are chosen large enough, Lstim = Lpause = 3600 s,
to explore and illustrate the dynamics of the coupling during each epoch. For stimulation- and

Fig 8. Impact of the length of CR stimulation epoch on the anti-kindling effect. The time-averaged mean
synaptic weight hSi of the post-stimulation regimes of the neuronal ensemble with STDP (1) is plotted versus
the length LCR of a single epoch of CR stimulation. The values of the stimulation intensity c are indicated in
the legends. CR stimulation is administered to (A)-(C) strongly coupled and (D) intermediately coupled
neurons. The horizontal black dashed lines indicate the mean coupling of the initial states.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g008
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pause-epochs of this duration the mean coupling saturates during many of these epochs, and
the neuronal ensemble approaches the target state of weak coupling in a stepwise manner.
Moreover, during each pause-epoch the system is attracted to one of the multiple coexisting
stable states which may have a weaker connectivity than that of the previous pause-epoch, see
pause-epochs 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14. Accordingly, as the number of stimulation-epochs increases,
stimulation is delivered to a neuronal population with progressively weaker synaptic connectiv-
ity. Eventually, the spaced procedure decouples and desynchronizes neurons [Fig. 9].

We address the mechanism of the spaced stimulation by inspecting the dynamics of the cou-
pling in the ensemble at each transition from stimulation- to pause-epochs. The pre-stimula-
tion state (before the first stimulation-epoch) is characterized by strong coupling such that all
neurons form a single cluster with all-to-all coupling with sij = smax, see Fig. 4B. Weak CR stim-
ulation slightly perturbs and weakens the coupling in the ensemble during stimulation-epochs.
During the following pause-epochs the coupling further evolves, and some of the neurons may
split (decouple) from the main (largest) coupling cluster. We illustrate such transitions in
Fig. 10, where the neuronal lattices are shown at the end of a stimulation-epoch (left column)
and at the end of the successive pause-epoch (right column). Color indicates the coupling that
the corresponding neuron on average has to the other neurons within the largest coupling clus-
ter. The neurons that do not belong to this coupling cluster are depicted by dark blue color.

At the end of stimulation-epoch 5, see Fig. 10A, two neurons were already separated from
the main cluster (this happened at the end of pause-epoch 2, not shown), and the connections
between neurons within the main cluster of 254 neurons are slightly perturbed. During the
next pause-epoch 6, see Fig. 10B, 17 more neurons decouple from the main coupling cluster
such that the largest coupling cluster comprises 237 neurons. At the same time the intra-cluster
connectivity grows and reaches the maximal value. At the beginning of stimulation-epoch 9
the neuronal ensemble comprises a cluster of 236 strongly coupled neurons (the additional
neuron with lattice coordinate (I,j) = (14,9) dropped out of the main coupling cluster during
pause-epoch 8, not shown). During this stimulation-epoch the coupling among neurons within
the main coupling cluster is perturbed and weakened, see Fig. 10C, but none of the neurons
gets separated. Another 27 neurons decouple from the main cluster during the following
pause-epoch 10, see Fig. 10D. The next decoupling transition takes place during pause-epoch
12 [Fig. 10F] resulting in a remaining coupling cluster of 166 neurons. After this transition the
neuronal ensemble has intermediate coupling strength (S� 0.876), and the next stimulation-
epoch 13 of length Lstim = 3600 s shifts the system to the weakly coupled and desynchronized
state [Fig. 9] in agreement with the results presented in Fig. 8D.

We explore the properties of the suggested spaced protocol of CR stimulation by performing
a large number of numerical simulations for varying lengths Lstim and Lpause of the stimulation-
and pause-epochs, respectively. In each run the neuronal ensemble with STDP (1) starts in the
strongly coupled regime and undergoes 100 cycles of length Lstim + Lpause, where CR stimula-
tion of intensity c = 0.35 is delivered during the stimulation-epochs only. The time-averaged
mean synaptic weight hSi of the post-stimulation states is collected and analyzed. We found
that for short pause-epochs the stimulated neurons remain strongly coupled, see Fig. 11A for
Lpause < 40 s. On the other hand, if Lpause increases, the coupling in the neuronal ensemble gets
weaker, see Fig. 11A for Lpause > 40 s. Hence, effective spaced CR stimulation requires pauses
(i.e., pause-epochs) of sufficient length.

The coupling in the neuronal ensemble can further be suppressed for larger Lpause
[Fig. 11B]. However, the stimulation-epochs also have to be of sufficient length in order to
reach the states with smaller coupling [Fig. 11C]. For example, for Lstim = 80 s, spaced CR stim-
ulation can shift the connectivities close to 0.8–0.9 only, although the length of the pause-
epochs was varied up to Lpause = 960 s [Fig. 11A-C]. On the other hand, for Lstim = 560 s, the
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Fig 9. Weak spaced CR stimulation administered to the strongly coupled neuronal ensemble with
STDP (1). (A) Time courses of the mean synaptic weight S(t) (red curve) and standard deviation of the
individual synaptic weights sij (cyan color) across the ensemble. The mean synaptic weight for a single-epoch
CR stimulation of length LCR = 40000 s (switched off at t = 40800 s) is depicted by the blue curve on top. (B)
Time courses of the time-averaged order parameter hRi (red curve) and its standard deviation (cyan color)
averaged in a running window of length 500 s overlapping by 90%. Vertical dashed lines separate the
enumerated stimulation- and pause-epochs, where the former are indicated by red bars on top of plot (A).
Stimulation intensity c = 0.35, and the length of stimulation- and pause-epochs Lstim = Lpause = 3600 s.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g009

Fig 10. Dynamics of synaptic coupling in the neuronal ensemble with STDP (1) during weak spaced
CR stimulation. The neuronal lattices are shown at the end of the stimulation-epochs (left column) (A) 5, (C)
9, and (E) 11, and pause-epochs (right column) (B) 6, (D) 10, and (F) 12 from Fig. 9. Color (except for dark
blue) depicts the ensemble-averaged coupling s��ij of the corresponding neuron to the other neurons within the
largest coupling cluster, whereas dark blue indicates the neurons that do not belong to this coupling cluster.
Black dots in plots (A), (C), and (E) (left column) indicate neurons that decouple from the main coupling
cluster during the consecutive pause-epoch (right column).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g010
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system can reach a post-stimulation state with hSi � 0.3 already for Lpause = 480 s [Fig. 11C].
Further prolongation of the stimulation-epochs can lead the system to the desired weakly cou-
pled and desynchronized state, for instance, with hSi � 0.13 for Lstim = 1440 s and Lpause = 160
s [Fig. 11D]. However, if the stimulation-epochs are too long with respect to the pause-epochs,
the spaced CR stimulation does no longer induce an anti-kindling, see Fig. 11D. Accordingly, a
certain balance between the lengths of the stimulation- and pause-epochs is required for a pro-
nounced decoupling and desynchronization.

In Fig. 12 we summarize our findings obtained from the set of 540 simulations for different
pairs (Lpause,Lstim) mentioned above. The distribution of hSi of the post-stimulation states
reached by the neuronal ensemble during these simulations is shown in Fig. 12A. Based on the
shape of the distribution, one can divide the entire range of the mean coupling into 5 domains:
hSi 2 (1.4, 1.5)—D0, hSi 2 (1.0, 1.4)—D1, hSi 2 (0.6, 1.0)—D2, hSi 2 (0.2, 0.6)—D3, and hSi 2
(0.05, 0.2)—D4. We ordered all values (Lpause, Lstim) with respect to these domains and plot
them in Fig. 12B. In particular, anti-kindling does not occur for insufficiently long stimulation-
and pause-epochs [Fig. 12B, red circles]. Too long stimulation-epochs with respect to pause-
epochs will also lead to failure of the stimulation in inducing anti-kindling, and the neuronal
population stays in domain D0, i.e., it remains strongly coupled and synchronized. Even for
very long pause-epochs, but short stimulation-epochs only a weak suppression of the coupling
can be achieved, i.e., only transitions to D1 and, occasionally, to D2 are possible [Fig. 12B, blue
squares and violet diamonds]. The tendency to reach domains D1, D2, and D3 grows as both
Lstim and Lpause increase. For Lpause � 160 s the transition to D4 becomes possible for appropri-
ately large Lstim. We actually found a large region of values (Lpause, Lstim), where weak spaced
CR stimulation at intensity c = 0.35 decouples and desynchronizes strongly coupled neurons
and reliably induces an anti-kindling [Fig. 12B, magenta asterisks and green triangles]. Note,

Fig 11. Role of stimulation- and pause-epochs in effective rewiring of the neuronal population with
STDP (1) by spaced CR stimulation. Time-averaged mean synaptic weights hSi of the post-stimulation
states are encoded in color (color bar bottom right) for four selected ranges of the lengths Lstim (vertical axes)
and Lpause (horizontal axes) of the stimulation- and pause-epochs, respectively. Black dashed lines put the
same values of Lstim from different plots in correspondence to each other. We did not scan the whole 2Dim
(Lpause, Lstim)-parameter plane to reduce CPU time required and to focus on main effects.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g011
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weak single-epoch CR stimulation of such intensity can hardly shift the neuronal ensemble
even to domain D1 irrespectively of the duration of stimulation, see Fig. 8A, B and 8A.

The stimulation outcome clusters in Fig. 12B, and, hence, for spaced CR stimulation we find
optimal values of Lstim and Lpause for the transitions to the different domains D1–D4, respec-
tively. An important quantity in this context is the total amount of stimulation current re-
quired. We estimate it by measuring the total stimulation time, i.e., we calculate the total length
of the stimulation-epochs Tstim required before the neuronal population converged to the final
state D1–D4, respectively. We thus follow the mean synaptic weight S(t), detect the time mo-
ment when it enters to and remains in a small vicinity of one of the different final states
D1–D4, and calculate the total stimulation time Tstim. The different final domains D1–D4 are
related to different characteristic properties of the stimulation time Tstim [Fig. 12C, D]. In par-
ticular, the distribution of Tstim is skewed for D1 and D2 [Fig. 12C], while it is more symmetric
for D3 and D4 [Fig. 12D]. Statistical properties of the stimulation time Tstim and the corre-
sponding parameters Lpause and Lstim are given in Table 1.

Stronger anti-kindling requires more stimulation time Tstim. In fact, the mean stimulation
time hTstimi necessary to reach the domains D1–D4 nearly doubles from one domain to the
next with subsequently weaker coupling [Table 1]. There is a relatively broad spread of the
stimulation time as given by its standard deviation and large differences between the mean and
minimal values of Tstim [Fig. 12C, D]. Small Tstim provides optimal combinations of parameters

Fig 12. Optimizing spaced CR stimulation administered to a strongly coupled neuronal ensemble with
STDP (1). (A) Histogram of the distribution density of the mean synaptic weight hSi collected from 540 post-
stimulation states obtained by varying lengths Lstim and Lpause of stimulation- and pause-epochs,
respectively. The vertical dashed lines separate 5 domains D0-D4 with respect to the magnitude of hSi. (B)
Log-log plot of parameter Lstim versus Lpause depicted by different colors depending on the domain of the
corresponding post-stimulation state as indicated in the legend. (C), (D) Distributions of the stimulation time
Tstim (total length of the stimulation-epochs) necessary to reach the domains (C) D1 and D2, and (D) D3 and
D4 as indicated in the legends.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.g012
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Lstim and Lpause, so that a given domain can be reached with a minimal amount of stimulation.
Interestingly, the regimes D1 and D2 can be reached already by very short stimulation-epochs
and for relatively short stimulation time Tstim. Accordingly, to further optimize spaced CR
stimulation one could increase the duration of the stimulation- and pause-epochs in the course
of the stimulation. This might help to clear the hurdles D1–D4 at lower cost Tstim. Note, effec-
tive spaced CR neuromodulation may require more total stimulation as opposed to optimal
conventional (massed) CR neuromodulation. For instance, the stimulation currents adminis-
tered in these two cases may relate as cspacedTstim: coptLCR = 4822: 1400, where cspaced = 0.35 and
copt = 0.7 are the stimulation intensities, and Tstim = 13777 s [Table 1] and LCR = 2000 s
[Fig. 8C] are the total stimulation times required to induce a pronounced anti-kindling by the
considered spaced CR neuromodulation and optimal conventional CR
neuromodulation, respectively.

Discussion
In this paper we have computationally shown that the spacing principle may significantly en-
hance the desynchronizing effect of CR neuromodulation. In particular, we have demonstrated
that the spacing principle may enable an anti-kindling [23], i.e. an unlearning of abnormal syn-
aptic connectivity and abnormal neuronal synchrony, by using CR neuromodulation at very
weak intensities which render permanently delivered CR neuromodulation ineffective. Put oth-
erwise, even ineffective CR neuromodulation may become effective by using a spacing protocol.
The CR approach fundamentally relies on the multistability of neuronal networks with STDP,
which is a common phenomenon in such networks and has been observed for a variety of mod-
els and STDP rules [23–25, 51–54]. In fact, multistable dynamics is relevant to a variety of
learning and memory processes in the brain and is essentially involved in the emergence of dif-
ferent functional and pathological regimes [55–63].

Multistability may lead to complex stimulus responses. Initially, anti-kindling was studied
by using massed CR neuromodulation of sufficient intensity and duration [23]. Stimuli of this
kind shift the neuronal population close to an attractor characterized by down-regulated syn-
aptic connectivity and neuronal synchrony. Subsequent studies employed slightly modified CR
protocols to probe fundamental dose-response features of CR neuromodulation:

Transitory short-term rebound of synchrony [51, 52]: Shorter and/or weaker CR stimuli may
still be able to shift the neuronal population into the basin of attraction of a favorable attractor
(with down-regulated synaptic connectivity and neuronal synchrony), but not close to the at-
tractor. Accordingly, after cessation of stimulation the neuronal population spontaneously re-
laxes towards that attractor. However, on its trajectory it may undergo different types of
transients, e.g., even a transitory rebound of synchrony [51, 52]. This illustrates that acute

Table 1. Statistics of the stimulation time at the transitions to domains D1-D4.

Domain D1 D2 D3 D4

hTstimi 5141 10582 26299 52912

std Tstim 11333 10623 11793 24267

median Tstim 2791 7665 26026 49102

minTstim 26 131 8639 13777

at (Lpause, Lstim) (8,640) (8,880) (960,720) (2560,1920)

hLpause, Lstimi 0.78 1.28 1.46 4.36

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117205.t001
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after-effects and sustained after-effects of CR neuromodulation may differ substantially (see
also [64]). Accordingly, acute and sustained after-effects were separately analyzed in parkinso-
nian monkeys, showing that after-effects of standard high-frequency STN DBS were acute and
vanished within 30 min after offset of stimulation, whereas STN CR DBS applied for only 2 h
per day on 5 consecutive days led to sustained after-effects lasting for up to 30 days [27].

Cumulative effects [44]: In studies on CR DBS in parkinsonian monkeys [27] and PD pa-
tients [28] CR neuromodulation had to be delivered via externalized leads, since at that time no
implantable pulse generator (IPG) dedicated for CR was available, so that CR stimulation had
to be delivered through a portable stimulator specifically developed for this application [65].
For practical purposes stimulation via externalized leads could not be performed 24 h/day.
Hence, the question arose as to whether an anti-kindling or at least long-term desynchronizing
effects could be achieved by repetitively delivered CR stimuli of insufficient duration. For in-
stance, imagine the simplified picture of a bistable system, in particular, with the dynamics
being governed by a double-well potential, massed CR stimulation of sufficient duration is op-
timal, since during premature pauses the neuronal population relaxes back into the initial,
pathological attractor state [44]. In this clinically motivated context it was computationally
shown that CR neuromodulation has cumulative effects [44]: Two or more subsequently deliv-
ered short CR stimuli with appropriately bounded pauses have an effect greater than the sum
of the effects of the individual CR stimuli. Cumulative effects of this kind were observed in PD
patients treated with unilateral CR DBS of the STN [28]. Note, the motivation to repetitively
deliver short stimuli was to come up with sort of a workaround, since for practical reasons sti-
muli of sufficient duration could not be delivered. In contrast, here we have shown that pauses
need not degrade the desynchronizing effect of CR neuromodulation. In fact, the spacing prin-
ciple may significantly enhance the efficacy of CR neuromodulation. This intriguing effect es-
sentially relies on the STDP-induced multistability rather than bistability.

In the present study we used a network of excitatorily coupled Morris-Lecar bursting neu-
rons with a symmetric STDP rule (Equation (2), see Ref. [44] for motivation). It would be in-
teresting to investigate whether the spacing principle is also beneficial in networks composed
of other types of model neurons and/or an asymmetric STDP rule. In our computational stud-
ies [25, 54] we have shown that CR neuromodulation can have very similar desynchronizing ef-
fects for both direct electrical stimulation and excitatory or inhibitory synaptically mediated
stimulation, which was tested in neuronal ensembles with excitatory and inhibitory interac-
tions. We therefore suspect that the presented effects of spaced stimulation could be observed
for such complicated coupling and stimulation modalities, too.

Spaced CR neuromodulation might enable to further decrease the stimulation intensity of the
pulses used for CR DBS and might, hence, presumably further decrease the rate of side effects
caused by, e.g., current spread. Note, the total amount of stimulation current required to achieve
an anti-kindling with spaced CR neuromodulation might exceed the total amount of stimulation
current required for the case of optimal conventional (massed) CR neuromodulation. Put other-
wise, spaced CR DBS is a strategy which might be favorable in case of, e.g., sub-optimal electrode
placement or target constrains required very weak stimulation intensities, rather than a strategy
to reduce the total amount of stimulation current and, hence, the battery demand.

As shown computationally, CR neuromodulation is also effective if exclusively delivered via
synapses along the lines of a non-invasive approach [25, 54]. Accordingly, acoustic CR neuro-
modulation was developed for the treatment of chronic subjective tinnitus [54, 66]. In a proof
of concept-study it was shown that acoustic CR neuromodulation causes a significant and sus-
tained reduction of tinnitus symptoms along with a concomitant reduction of abnormal
neuronal synchrony [66, 67] and abnormal effective connectivity within a tinnitus-related net-
work of brain areas [68]. The spacing principle might also be beneficial to acoustic CR
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neuromodulation, for instance, by enabling to deliver this treatment at minimal loudness levels
or by enabling optimized dosage patterns.

The spacing principle might also be used to improve other computationally developed
desynchronizing stimulation techniques utilizing phase resetting [64, 69–72], delayed feedback
[73–75] or proportional-integro-differential feedback [76] principles. However, so far, these
techniques have only been applied to neuronal networks with fixed synaptic weights, and it still
remains to be shown that they cause an anti-kindling in neuronal networks with STDP. In fact,
uncorrelated noise delivered to a neuronal network with fixed synaptic weights is a perfect
means for desynchronization, while the same stimulation pattern delivered to the same net-
work, but equipped with STDP causes an increase of the synaptic weights and, hence, a stabili-
zation of the neuronal synchrony [77].

In a computational study in a neuronal network without STDP it was shown that standard
HF DBS may have desynchronizing effects as opposed to blocking or inhibitory effects, provided
stimulation affects (nearly) exclusively excitatory targets [24]. Let us assume this holds for neuro-
nal networks with STDP, too. In that case one might speculate whether spaced HF DBS delivered
through an electrode implanted, e.g., in a fiber tract projecting onto a target population via excit-
atory synapses might cause an anti-kindling. In a study on closed-loop adaptive DBS (aDBS) in
PD patients onsets and offsets of HF DBS were triggered by threshold crossings of the local field
potential assessing beta band STN activity [78]. Effects of different stimulation protocols were
studied during a few minutes of stimulus delivery. Clinical and electrophysiological (beta sup-
pressing) effects of aDBS were significantly stronger compared to standard HF DBS as well as in-
termittent random DBS, where randomDBS bursts were not triggered by beta LFP threshold
crossings [78]. Interestingly, during aDBS on the time scale of a few minutes there was a tenden-
cy of the duration of the stimulation epochs to decrease, possibly indicative of plastic changes
[78]. It might be interesting to investigate whether spaced HF DBS might be superior to intermit-
tent randomDBS (which was used as specific control for aDBS) and compare it with aDBS.

Spaced desynchronizing stimulation might, in general, serve as a control for corresponding
studies or possibly even an alternative to adaptive [78] or responsive [79, 80] or demand-con-
trolled [17, 23] brain stimulation techniques where threshold crossings are used to trigger stim-
ulation, in particular, if the temporal specificity of closed-loop stimulation is actually not
required to induce long-term plastic changes. By the same token, the spacing principle might
be applied to design dosing protocols for other types of intermittent neuromodulation, e.g.,
vagus nerve stimulation for the treatment of epilepsies [81].

For the sake of illustration, in this study we used a simple spacing protocol with fixed dura-
tion of stimulation (Lstim) and pause (Lpause) epochs [Fig. 9]. However, our results [Fig. 12 and
Table 1] suggest that for the neuronal network under consideration temporally non-uniform
spacing protocols might be feasible and possibly even superior. In fact, we have shown that the
neuronal network can be shifted from the strongly coupled and synchronized regime to inter-
mediately coupled states [Fig. 12A, regions D1 and D2] already by means of relatively short
stimulation-epochs with sufficiently long pauses, requiring only small amounts of the adminis-
tered stimulation as measured by the stimulation time Tstim [Fig. 12 and Table 1]. However, a
more pronounced anti-kindling [Fig. 12A, regions D3 and D4] requires much longer stimula-
tion-epochs and pauses together with greater amounts of stimulation time Tstim. Put otherwise,
one might possibly use a temporally non-uniform spacing protocol where in the course of the
intervention the duration of the stimulation-epochs increases. Further improvement might be
obtained by means of closed-loop protocols by incorporating feedback signals appropriately re-
flecting the state of the network. This might eventually lead to time-dependent thresholds gov-
erning the stimulation (Lstim) and pause (Lpause) epochs.
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